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1 Introduction
We start referring to the celebrated results of Brezis and Nirenberg [8] on the second
order equation (
!!u D "uC u2!!1; u > 0 in ˝;
u D 0 on @˝; (BN)
where 2" D 2N=.N ! 2/, N " 3, and ˝ # RN is a bounded smooth domain. Let
"1.˝/ be the first eigenvalue of .!!;H10.˝//. We recall that if N " 4, then (BN)
has a solution if, and only if, 0 < " < "1.˝/. However, the problem becomes
much more delicate in the case of N D 3 and a sharp result on existence of solution
is known only if ˝ is a ball and, in this case, (BN) has a solution if, and only
if, 1
4
"1.˝/ < " < "1.˝/. For this reason N D 3 is referred to as the critical
dimension associated with the critical growth problem (BN), whereas N " 4 are
called noncritical dimensions.
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On the other hand, it is well known that the functions that realize the Sobolev
constant
inf
!ˆ
RN
jruj2dxI u 2 D1;2.RN/;
ˆ
RN
juj2!dx D 1
"
;
behave like jxj!.N!2/, as jxj ! 1. According to the arguments in [8, Lemmas 1.1
and 1.2], the definition of critical and noncritical dimensions associated with (BN)
is also linked to the L2-integrability of jxj!.N!2/ in RNnB1.0/, where B1.0/ stands
for the open unit ball in RN , and 2.N ! 2/ " N corresponds to the noncritical
dimensions of (BN), whereas 2.N ! 2/ < N corresponds to the critical dimension.
This turns out to be an alternative, although less precise, manner to characterize the
critical and noncritical dimensions associated with (BN).
Similar asymptotic analysis was introduced in [4, §7 and §8] to classify the
critical and noncritical dimensions associated with the corresponding critical growth
problem involving the p-Laplacian! !!pu D "up!1 C up!!1; u > 0 in ˝;
u D 0 on @˝; (Pp)
where p" D pN=.N ! p/ for N > p. The functions that realize
inf
!ˆ
RN
jrujpdxI u 2 D1;p.RN/;
ˆ
RN
jujp!dx D 1
"
;
behave like jxj!
N!p
p!1 as jxj ! 1 and, in this framework, the definition of critical
and noncritical dimensions associated with the problem (Pp) is related to the Lp-
integrability of jxj!
N!p
p!1 in RNnB1.0/, and N " p2 are the noncritical dimensions
of (Pp), whereas p < N < p2 are the critical dimensions of (Pp).
In this paper we consider the Hamiltonian elliptic system8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
!!u D jvjp!1v in ˝;
!!v D #jujs!1uC jujq!1u in ˝;
u; v D 0 on @˝;
(S)
where ˝ # RN is a bounded smooth domain, N " 3, # > 0, and we are interested
in existence of positive classical solutions, i.e., solutions such that u; v > 0 in ˝
and u; v 2 C2.˝/ \ C0.˝/.
Throughout in this paper, even if not explicitly stated, we assume that the point
.p; q/ lies on the critical hyperbola
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1
pC 1 C
1
qC 1 D
N ! 2
N
; (1)
which was introduced by de Figueiredo et al. [9] and van der Vorst [32], see also
[11, 25–27], and that s satisfies
pC 1
p
$ sC 1 < qC 1: (2)
One can use various variational settings to deal with the system (S), see, for
instance, the surveys [7, 10, 31]. Here we rewrite (S) as the fourth order equation
under Navier boundary conditions(
!.j!uj 1p!1!u/ D #jujs!1uC jujq!1u in ˝;
u;!u D 0 on @˝; (E)
and the positivity of u and v corresponds to u;!!u > 0 in ˝. Then note that con-
dition pC1p < sC 1 says that the perturbation #jujs!1u is “superlinear” with respect
to !.j!uj
1
p!1!u/, whereas s D 1=p implies that jujs!1u and !.j!uj
1
p!1!u/ have
the same homogeneity. Moreover, the condition sC 1 < qC 1 means that the term
#jujs!1u is a lower order perturbation in the Lane-Emden system
!!u D jvjp!1v in ˝; !!v D jujq!1u in ˝; u; v D 0 on @˝: (3)
The contribution of this paper is twofold: to indicate that the location, critical
or noncritical, of the point .p; q/ on the critical hyperbola (1), cf. Definition 1.1,
can interfere on the existence of positive solutions for the critical growth system (S);
inspired by the works of Rey [30] and Lazzo [20] on the second order equation (BN),
we prove that if ˝ has a rich topology, described by its Lusternik-Schnirelmann
category, then the system (S) has multiple positive solutions, at least as many as
cat˝.˝/, in case the parameter # > 0 is sufficiently small and if s satisfies some
suitable and natural conditions, namely condition (H) ahead, which depend on the
critical or noncritical location of .p; q/.
The suitable environment to work with (E), and so with (S), is the space E.˝/ WD
W
2;
pC1
p .˝/\W1;
pC1
p
0 .˝/. Consider the Sobolev constant associated with the critical
embedding E.˝/ ,! LqC1.˝/, namely
S.˝/ WD inf
!ˆ
˝
j!uj pC1p dxI u 2 E.˝/;
ˆ
˝
jujqC1dx D 1
"
: (4)
It is known that S.˝/ does not depend on˝, S.˝/ is not achieved and that S.˝/D S
with
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S WD inf
!ˆ
RN
j!uj pC1p dxI u 2 D2; pC1p .RN/;
ˆ
RN
jujqC1dx D 1
"
: (5)
Lions [21] proved that S is achieved and that all of the solutions of S have
definite sign and are radially symmetric with respect to some point and are radially
monotone with respect to the point of symmetry. Let ' 2 D2;
pC1
p .RN/ be an
extremal function that realizes S, positive and radially symmetric with respect to
the origin. Lions [21, Corollary I.1] proved that all of the positive solutions that
realize S are given by
'ı;a.x/ D ı! NqC1 '
#x ! a
ı
$
; x 2 RN ; a 2 RN and ı > 0: (6)
Due to the scaling invariance (6), we can choose ' with '.0/ D 1. We recall that the
functions S$'ı;a, with 'ı;a as in (6) and $ D p.p.N!2/!2/2.pC1/2 , are precisely the regular
positive solutions of
!.j!uj 1p!1!u/ D uq in RN :
According to [18, (1.14), (1.15), and (1.16)], the function ' has the following
asymptotic behavior:
lim
r!1 r
p.N!2/!2'.r/ D b if p < N
N ! 2 ; limr!1
rN!2
log r
'.r/ D b if p D N
N ! 2 ;
(7)
and
lim
r!1 r
N!2'.r/ D b if p > N
N ! 2 ; (8)
where b > 0 is a constant and r D jxj.
Observe that, in the case of p < NN!2 , the function ' behaves like jxj!Œp.N!2/!2% asjxj ! 1. Hence, as in [8, Lemma 1.2], to study the existence of a solution to (E),
equivalently to (S), in the case of s D 1=p, it is natural to require
Œp.N ! 2/ ! 2%
%
pC 1
p
&
" N; or equivalently; 2C
p
2N
N ! 2 $ p <
N
N ! 2 :
Note that 2C
p
2N
N!2 <
N
N!2 if, and only if, N " 6. Moreover, observe that
Œp.N ! 2/ ! 2%
%
pC 1
p
&
" N is equivalent to N " 2
%
pC 1
p
&2
:
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Then, we point out that the last inequality seems very natural when compared with
the noncritical dimensions associated with the biharmonic operator, i.e., the case of
p D 1 andN " 8; cf. [14, 28, 33]. In addition, since!.j!j
1
p!1!/ is a perturbation of
the biharmonic operator as well as the p-Laplacian is a perturbation of the Laplacian
operator, it is reasonable to compare the condition N " 2
#
pC1
p
$2
for the operator
!.j!j 1p!1!/ with the condition N " p2 for the p-Laplacian operator.
In the case of p " NN!2 , ' behaves like jxj!.N!2/ as jxj ! 1 and in this case we
are induced to consider
.N ! 2/
%
pC 1
p
&
" N; or equivalently, N
N ! 2 $ p $
N ! 2
2
and again, the inequality NN!2 $ N!22 is valid if, and only if, N " 6.
Then we introduce the notion of critical and noncritical regions (on the critical
hyperbola) associated with the system (S).
Definition 1.1. Consider the system (S). The point .p; q/ of the critical hyper-
bola (1) is on a:
(a) Noncritical region, if N " 6 and p satisfies
2Cp2N
N ! 2 $ p $
N ! 2
2
: (9)
(b) Critical region, if N " 6 and p does not satisfy (9); or N D 3; 4; 5 and any p.
Note that the noncritical region associated with (S) is not necessarily symmetric
with respect to the line p D q because (S) is not a symmetric perturbation of the
system (3).
Throughout in this paper the hypothesis (H), with respect to s, indicates the
following situation
.a/ In the noncritical region, i.e., N " 6 and 2C
p
2N
N!2 $ p $ N!22 ; suppose
pC1
p $ sC 1 < qC 1:
.b/ In the critical regions:
(b1) N " 6 and 2N!2 < p < 2C
p
2N
N!2 ; suppose q ! p < sC 1 < qC 1I
(b2) N " 6 and p > N!2
2
; suppose .p!1/.qC1/p < sC 1 < qC 1I
(b3) N D 3; 4; 5 and 2N!2 < p < NN!2 ; suppose q ! p < sC 1 < qC 1I
(b4) N D 3; 4; 5 and p " NN!2 ; suppose .p!1/.qC1/p < sC 1 < qC 1;
9>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>;
(H)
which is quite natural to study (S); cf. the proof of Lemma 2.6. Indeed, consider the
equivalent formulation of (S) as the fourth order equation (E). First, observe that in
the cases of (b1) and (b3) the inequality pC1p < q ! p holds, and that in the cases
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pa
a
b c d e
q
Critical region Noncritical region
a = 2N−2 b = N−2 c =
N
N−2 d =
N+2
N−2 e =
N−2
2
2+
√
2N
(b2) and (b4) then pC1p <
.p!1/.qC1/
q ; cf. (41) and (43) ahead for more details. Then
we mention that a hypothesis similar to (H) was introduced in [8, eq. (0.6)] to study
the problem
!!u D "us C u2!!1; u > 0 in ˝; u D 0 on @˝
and in [4, §7 and §8] and [5, Section 3] to study
!!pu D "us C up!!1; u > 0 in ˝; u D 0 on @˝:
Moreover, in the biharmonic case, that is, in the case of p D 1, the hypothesis (H)
turns out to be the hypothesis on s C 1 assumed in [23, Theorem 1.1], in such a
way that the hypothesis in the noncritical region is equivalent to the hypothesis in
the noncritical dimensions N " 8, whereas the hypotheses in the critical regions
correspond to the hypothesis in the critical dimensions N D 5; 6; 7.
We will denote by #1.˝/ the first eigenvalue of the problem(
!.j!uj 1p!1!u/ D #juj 1p!1u in ˝;
u;!u D 0 on @˝; (10)
and we state the first result in this paper.
Theorem 1.2. Let # > 0 and in the case of s D 1=p also assume that # < #1.˝/.
If (H) is satisfied, then (S) has a classical positive solution.
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We point out that Theorem 1.2 includes all of the results in [19, Theorem 2]
regarding the system (S), since [19, Theorem 2] treats the particular case of
s D 1 and, in this case, our hypothesis (H) is equivalent to the hypothesis in [19,
Theorem 2]. Moreover, we believe that it is more natural to study (S) with s D 1=p
instead of s D 1.
Next, based on some topological arguments of Lusternik and Schnirelmann [22],
we prove existence of multiple positive solutions to the system (S).
Theorem 1.3. If (H) is satisfied, then there exists # > 0 such that, for each 0 <
# < #, the system (S) has at least cat˝.˝/ classical positive solutions.
To prove the results in this paper we consider the equivalent formulation of (S)
as the fourth order equation (E). We follow some of the arguments in [23, 24],
which consider (E) in the particular case of p D 1, i.e., the corresponding
problem involving the biharmonic operator. However, in the nonlinear regime of
!.j!j
1
p!1!/ some extra difficulties have be overcame. In particular, in [24] and
[23], the comparison principle for the biharmonic operator under Navier boundary
conditions is the key argument to get the positivity of the solutions at the Lusternik-
Schnirelmann critical levels. However, the same procedure seems not suitable in the
nonlinear setting and then we use, instead, an energy argument, namely Lemma 5.1,
along with the regularity result of Lemma 2.2. Finally, we mention that we also
present some results on qualitative properties on the ground state solutions of the
system (S), which are included in Section 3.
2 Compactness and proof of Theorem 1.2
First we fix some notations. We recall that a strong solution of (S) is a pair .u; v/
with
u 2 W2; pC1p .˝/ \W1;
pC1
p
0 .˝/; v 2 W2;
qC1
q .˝/ \W1;
qC1
q
0 .˝/
satisfying the system in (S) for a.e. x 2 ˝. We consider the space E.˝/ WD
W2;
pC1
p .˝/ \ W1;
pC1
p
0 .˝/ endowed with the norm kuk WD j!uj pC1
p
. If 0 < # <
#1.˝/, then we set
kuk# WD
%
j!uj
pC1
p
pC1
p
! #juj
pC1
p
pC1
p
& p
pC1
; 8 u 2 E.˝/: (11)
So k % k# satisfies
kuk# $ kuk $ c.˝;#/kuk# and ktuk# D jtjkuk# 8 u 2 E.˝/; 8 t 2 R;
(12)
where c.˝;#/ D
#
1 ! #
#1.˝/
$! ppC1
> 0.
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To prove existence of classical solutions .u; v/ to the system (S), we rewrite (S)
as the fourth order equation (E). We recall that ˝ # RN , with N " 3, stands for a
bounded smooth domain and that (1) and (2) are our basic assumptions. Associated
with (E), we consider the C1.E.˝/;R/ functional
I#.u/ WD ppC 1
ˆ
˝
j!uj pC1p dx ! #
sC 1
ˆ
˝
jujsC1dx ! 1
qC 1
ˆ
˝
jujqC1dx: (13)
Definition 2.1. We say that u 2 E.˝/ is a weak solution of (E) if u is a critical
point of I#, that is, if u satisfies
ˆ
˝
j!uj 1p!1!u!vdx D #
ˆ
˝
jujs!1uvdxC
ˆ
˝
jujq!1uvdx; 8 v 2 E.˝/:
We say that u is a classical solution of (E) if u 2 C 2.˝/, j!uj
1
p!1!u 2 C 2.˝/ and
u satisfies (E) pointwise.
Hence, if u is a classical solution of (E) and if we set v D j!uj 1p!1.!!u/, then
.u; v/ is a classical solution of (S).
Lemma 2.2. If u is a weak solutions of (E), then it is classical solution of (E) and
vice versa.
Proof. Let u 2 E.˝/ be a weak solution of (E) and set v D j!uj
1
p!1.!!u/. As in
[12, Section 4], we can show that v 2 W2;
qC1
q .˝/\W1;
qC1
q
0 .˝/ and that .u; v/ is a
strong solution of (S). Then we argue as in [17, Section 3] to show that u; v 2 Lr.˝/
for all 1 $ r < 1. So, we apply the classical regularity results for second order
elliptic equations to each of the equations of the system (S) to get that .u; v/ 2
C2;˛.˝/ & C2;˛.˝/ for some ˛ which depends on p and q. On the other hand, it is
clear that any classical solution of (E) is a weak solution of (E). ut
Lemma 2.3. Let # > 0 and in the case of s D 1=p also assume that # < #1.˝/.
Then the functional I# has a mountain pass geometry around its local minimum at
zero, with associated mountain pass level
c# D inf
&2' maxt2Œ0;1% I#.&.t//; (14)
where ' D f& 2 C .Œ0; 1%;E.˝//I &.0/ D 0; I#.&.1// < 0g. Moreover,
c# D Qc# D Oc#; (15)
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where
Qc# D inf
u2E.˝/nf0gmaxt#0 I#.tu/; Oc# D infu2N# I#.u/; (16)
andN# is the Nehari manifold
N# WD fu 2 E.˝/nf0gI I0#.u/u D 0g: (17)
Proof. The proof that I# has a mountain pass geometry around its local minimum at
zero is quite standard and will be omitted. The proof of the identities at (15) follows
as in [29, Proposition 3.11]. ut
Lemma 2.4. Let # > 0 and in the case of s D 1=p also assume that # < #1.˝/.
Then any (PS)-sequence of I# is bounded.
Proof. Suppose that I#.un/ ! d and I0#.un/ ! 0. Then there exist C > 0 and
.(n/ # Œ0;C1/, (n ! 0, such that, for all n 2 N and w 2 E.˝/
jI#.un/j D
ˇˇˇˇ
p
pC 1
ˆ
˝
j!unj
pC1
p dx ! # p
pC 1
ˆ
˝
junj
pC1
p
& dx ! 1
qC 1
ˆ
˝
junjqC1dx
ˇˇˇˇ
$ C
and
jI0#.un/wj D
ˇˇˇˇˆ
˝
j!unj 1p!1!un!wdx ! #
ˆ
˝
junj 1p!1unwdx !
ˆ
˝
junjq!1unwdx
ˇˇˇˇ
$ (nkwk:
Case 1: s D 1p and 0 < # < #1.˝/. From (11) and (12) we infer that
.qC 1/I#.un/ ! I0#.un/un D
'
p
pC 1.qC 1/ ! 1
( ˆ
˝
Œj!unj
pC1
p ! #junj
pC1
p %dx
" 1
c.˝/
pq ! 1
pC 1 kunk
pC1
p ;
whence
1
c.˝/
pq ! 1
pC 1 kunk
pC1
p $ .qC 1/I#.un/ ! I0#.un/un $ .qC 1/CC (nkunk;
which implies that .un/ is bounded in E.˝/.
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Case 2: pC1p < sC 1 < qC 1 and # > 0. In this case ps > 1 and
I#.un/ ! 1sC 1 I
0
#.un/un D
%
p
pC 1 !
1
sC 1
&
kunk
pC1
p C
%
1
sC 1 !
1
qC 1
&
junjqC1qC1
" ps ! 1
.pC 1/.sC 1/kunk
pC1
p ;
whence
ps ! 1
.pC 1/.s ! 1/kunk
pC1
p $ I#.un/ ! 1sC 1 I
0
#.un/un $ CC
1
sC 1(nkunk
and so that .un/ is bounded in E.˝/.
ut
In order to apply the classical mountain pass theorem [3], it is necessary to
know at which levels the functional I# satisfies the (PS)-condition. This is done
at Lemma 2.5, whose proof is very similar to the proof of [13, Proposition 3.2].
Lemma 2.5. Let # > 0 and in the case of s D 1=p also assume that # < #1.˝/.
Then I# satisfies the .PS/c-condition for all c < 2N S
pN
2.pC1/ .
Lemma 2.6. Let # > 0 and in the case of s D 1=p also assume that # < #1.˝/.
If (H) is satisfied, then the mountain pass level c# of the functional I#, given by (14),
is such that c# 2 .0; 2N S
pN
2.pC1/ /.
Proof. See Appendix 6 ahead. ut
The next result is a consequence of Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, and the classical
mountain pass theorem [3].
Proposition 2.7. Let # > 0 and in the case of s D 1=p also assume that # <
#1.˝/. If (H) is satisfied, then the mountain pass level c# is a critical value of I#,
that is, there exists u# 2 E.˝/ such that I#.u#/ D c# and I0#.u#/ D 0.
Proof (Proof of Theorem 1.2). The existence of a nontrivial classical solution for
the problem (E) follows from Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.7. Moreover, we have
observed that if u is a classical solution of (E) and if we set v D j!uj 1p!1.!!u/,
then .u; v/ is a classical solution of (S). In addition, any solution u of (E) associated
with the mountain pass level c# satisfies u;!!u > 0 in ˝, up to replace u by !u;
cf. Theorem 3.2 (iii) ahead. ut
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3 On the ground state solutions of (S)
Various (equivalent) variational settings are available to deal with the system (S); cf.
[7, 10, 31]. Each of these settings has an energy functional associated with (S). We
recall that, given a solution .u; v/ of (S), then all of these energy functionals have
the same energy level at .u; v/. Therefore, the definition of ground state solution
of (S) does not depend on the variational setting under consideration. Here we
rewrite (S) as the fourth order equation (E) and hence the notions of ground state
solution of (S) and (E) coincide.
Definition 3.1. Let # > 0. We say that u 2 E.˝/ is a ground state solution of the
problem (E) if u is a nontrivial weak solution of (E) and minimizes the energy I#
among the nontrivial weak solutions of (E).
We point out that the conditions (1), (2) and # > 0 guarantee that I#.u/ > 0 for
every nontrivial weak solutions u of (E), cf. (21) ahead.
Theorem 3.2 (Ground state solutions).
Let # > 0 and in the case of s D 1=p also assume that # < #1.˝/. If (H) is
satisfied, then:
(i) The problem (E) has a ground state solution.
(ii) The ground state solutions of (E) are critical points of I# of mountain pass type
at the level c#.
(iii) If u is a ground state solution of (E), then u;!!u > 0 in ˝, up to replace u
by !u.
(iv) If˝ is a ball centered in the origin of RN, then all of the ground state solutions
of (E) are such that u and !!u are radially symmetric.
Proof. (i) and (ii) We proved, at Proposition 2.7, the existence of a mountain pass
solution of (E) associated with the critical level c#. From the identities given by (15),
it follows that any mountain pass solution of (E) at the level c# is a ground state
solution and vice versa.
(iii) Let u be a ground state solution of (E). According to Lemma 2.2, we know
that u 2 C 2.˝/. So, by the strong maximum principle, it is enough to prove that!u
has definite sign in ˝. By contradiction, suppose that !u changes sign in ˝. Let w
be the solution of
!!w D j!uj in ˝; w D 0 on @˝:
So, by the strong maximum principle, w > juj in ˝. Then we infer that
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c# $ max
t#0 I#.tw/
D max
t#0
(
p
pC 1 t
pC1
p
ˆ
˝
j!wj pC1p dx ! #
sC 1 t
sC1
ˆ
˝
jwjsC1dx ! t
qC1
qC 1
ˆ
˝
jwjqC1dx
)
< max
t#0
(
p
pC 1 t
pC1
p
ˆ
˝
j!uj pC1p dx ! #
sC 1 t
sC1
ˆ
˝
jujsC1dx ! t
qC1
qC 1
ˆ
˝
jujqC1dx
)
D max
t#0 I#.tu/ D c#;
which is a contradiction.
(iv) Suppose˝ D Br D Br.0/. Let u be a ground state solution of (E). According
to item (iii) of this theorem, we can assume that u;!!u > 0 in Br. Denote by u"
and .!!u/" Schwarz symmetrization of u and !!u, respectively. Let w be the
solution of
!!w D .!!u/" in Br; w D 0 on @Br:
Then w D w" and it is enough to show that u D w. By [2], see also [21, p. 165] and
[6, Lemma 2.8], we have w " u" and
jw > u"j D 0, !!u D .!!u/":
If jw > u"j > 0, then
c# $ max
t"0 I#.tv/
D max
t"0
!
p
pC 1 t
pC1
p
ˆ
Br
j!wj pC1p dx! #
sC 1 t
sC1
ˆ
Br
jwjsC1dx! t
qC1
qC 1
ˆ
Br
jwjqC1dx
"
< max
t"0
8<: pt
pC1
p
pC 1
ˆ
Br
j.!!u/!j pC1p dx! #t
sC1
sC 1
ˆ
Br
ju!jsC1dx! t
qC1
qC 1
ˆ
Br
ju!jqC1dx
9=;
D max
t"0
!
p
pC 1 t
pC1
p
ˆ
Br
j!!uj pC1p dx! #
sC 1 t
sC1
ˆ
Br
jujsC1dx! t
qC1
qC 1
ˆ
Br
jujqC1dx
"
D max
t"0 I#.tu/ D c#
which cannot happen. Thus, !!u D .!!u/" and since u and w are both solutions
to the problem
!!z D .!!u/" in Br; z D 0 on @Br;
it follows that u D w. ut
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4 More on compactness
In this section we prove a compactness result, namely Lemma 4.2, which is essential
for the proof of Theorem 1.3. With this lemma we will be able to compare the
category of ˝ with the category of an appropriated level set of the functional I# to
which we can conveniently apply the Lusternik-Schnirelmann theory. We stress that
the main ingredient in the proof of Lemma 4.2 is a compactness result due to Lions
[21, Corollary I.2].
Lemma 4.1 ([21], Corollary I.2).
Let .un/ # D2;
pC1
p .RN/ such that junjqC1 D 1 and kunk
pC1
p D j!unj
pC1
p
pC1
p
! S.
Then there exist .yn; ˛n/ # RN & .0;C1/ and v 2 D2;
pC1
p .RN/ such that, up to a
subsequence,
vn ! v in D2;
pC1
p .RN/ with vn.x/ WD ˛
N
qC1
n un.˛nxC yn/:
Lemma 4.2. Let .un/ # E.˝/ be a sequence such that
junjqC1 D 1 and kunk
pC1
p D j!unj
pC1
p
pC1
p
D SC on.1/:
For each n 2 N, let wn be the Newtonian potential ofCj !!unj, where ' denotes the
zero extension outside ˝. Then, there exist a sequence .yn; ˛n/ # RN & .0;C1/
and v 2 D2; pC1p .RN/ such that, up to a subsequence,
vn ! v in D2;
pC1
p .RN/ where vn.x/ WD ˛
N
qC1
n wn.˛nxC yn/:
Moreover, yn ! y 2 ˝ and ˛n ! 0.
Proof. We recall that, if wn is the Newtonian potential ofCj !!unj, then by [16,
Theorem 9.9] we know that wn 2 D2;
pC1
p .RN/ and
!!wn DCj !!unj a.e. in RN ; (18)
whence we infer that
jwnjqC1 " jeunjqC1 D junjqC1 D 1 and j!wnj pC1ppC1
p
D j!unj
pC1
p
pC1
p
D SC on.1/:
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Define zn D wnjwnjqC1 . Then zn 2 D
2;
pC1
p .RN/, jznjqC1 D 1 and S $ j!znj
pC1
p
pC1
p
. Since
.wn/ is bounded in D
2;
pC1
p .RN/, then .wn/ is bounded in LqC1.RN/ and, up to a
subsequence, lim jwnjqC1 D a " 1. Suppose a > 1. Then, for n large,
S $ j!znj
pC1
p
pC1
p
D
j!wnj
pC1
p
pC1
p
jwnj
pC1
p
qC1
D SC on.1/
jwnj
pC1
p
qC1
< S;
a contradiction. So, lim jwnjqC1 D 1, whence we infer that
jznjqC1 D 1 and j!znj
pC1
p
pC1
p
D SC on.1/:
It follows from Lemma 4.1 that, there exist .yn; ˛n/ # RN & .0;C1/ and v 2
D2;
pC1
p .RN/ such that, up to a subsequence, and since lim jwnjqC1 D 1,
vn ! v in D2;
pC1
p .RN/ with vn.x/ WD ˛
N
qC1
n wn.˛nxC yn/:
Then we argue as in Step 4 in the proof of [23, Lemma 3.2], to show that yn ! y 2
˝ and ˛n ! 0. ut
5 Multiplicity of solutions: proof of Theorem 1.3
The multiple positive solution of (S) will be obtained as critical points of the
functional I#. As we shall see, all of these solutions have critical levels below
2
N S
pN
2.pC1/ and their positivity is a consequence of the next lemma.
Lemma 5.1. There exists 0 < Q# < #1.˝/ such that if 0 < # < Q#, then any
nontrivial critical point u 2 E.˝/ of I# with I#.u/ < 2N S
pN
2.pC1/ satisfies u;!!u > 0
in ˝, up to replace u by !u.
Proof. If u 2 E.˝/ is a critical point of I#, then
ˆ
˝
j!uj 1p!1!u!vdx D #
ˆ
˝
jujs!1uvdxC
ˆ
˝
jujq!1uvdx; 8 v 2 E.˝/; (19)
ˆ
˝
j!uj pC1p dx D #
ˆ
˝
jujsC1dxC
ˆ
˝
jujqC1dx; (20)
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and since ppC1 ! 1qC1 D 2N ,
I#.u/ D
%
p
pC 1 !
1
sC 1
&
#
ˆ
˝
jujsC1dxC 2
N
ˆ
˝
jujqC1dx: (21)
Moreover, by (2), ppC1 ! 1sC1 " 0. Therefore, from (20) and (21), we infer that all
of the solutions u that satisfy I#.u/ < 2N S
pN
2.pC1/ are a priori bounded, that is, there
exists C > 0 such that
kuk $ C: (22)
Suppose that !!u changes sign in ˝ and let u1 and u2 be the solutions of! !!u1 D .!!u/C in ˝;
u1 D 0 on @˝; and
! !!u2 D !.!!u/! in ˝;
u2 D 0 on @˝;
where .!!u/C D maxf!!u; 0g and .!!u/! D maxf!.!!u/; 0g. It follows that
u1; u2 2 E.˝/, u D u1 C u2, u1 " 0 in ˝ and u2 $ 0 in ˝. In addition,
ˆ
˝
j!uj pC1p dx D
ˆ
˝
j!u1j
pC1
p dxC
ˆ
˝
j!u2j
pC1
p dx; (23)
and, for i D 1; 2, the following inequalities hold
ju.x/js!1u.x/ui.x/ $ jui.x/jsC1; ju.x/jq!1u.x/ui.x/ $ jui.x/jqC1 a.e. x 2 ˝I
(24)
cf. [15, eq. (16)] for a similar argument. Thus, from (4), (19), (24), and from
embedding LqC1.˝/ ,! LsC1.˝/ we infer that
Sjuij
pC1
p
qC1 $ j!uij
pC1
p
pC1
p
D
ˆ
˝
j!uj 1p!1!u!uidx
D #
ˆ
˝
jujs!1uuidxC
ˆ
˝
jujq!1uuidx
$ #
ˆ
˝
juijsC1dxC
ˆ
˝
juijqC1dx $ #CjuijsC1qC1 C juijqC1qC1;
whence, since ui ¤ 0,
juij
pq#1
p
qC1 " S ! #Cjuij
ps#1
p
qC1 ; i D 1; 2: (25)
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In view of (22) and (23), we consider# > 0 small enough such that S!#Cjuij
ps#1
p
qC1 >
0. Then, from (4), (20), (23), (25), and the a priori bound (22), we obtain
I#.u/ D 2N j!uj
pC1
p
pC1
p
! #
%
1
sC 1 !
1
qC 1
&
jujsC1sC1
D 2
N
%
j!u1j
pC1
p
pC1
p
C j!u2j
pC1
p
pC1
p
&
! #
%
1
sC 1 !
1
qC 1
&
jujsC1sC1
" 2
N
S
%
ju1j
pC1
p
qC1 C ju2j
pC1
p
qC1
&
! #
%
1
sC 1 !
1
qC 1
&
jujsC1sC1
" 2S
N
"X
iD1;2
.S ! #Cjuij
ps#1
p
qC1 /
pC1
pq#1
#
! #
%
1
sC 1 !
1
qC 1
&
jujsC1sC1
! 4
N
S
p.qC1/
pq#1 D 4
N
S
pN
2.pC1/ ;
as #! 0C and so, for # > 0 small enough, I#.u/ > 2N S
pN
2.pC1/ .
Therefore, there exists 0 < Q# < #1.˝/ such that if 0 < # < Q#, then any
nontrivial critical point u 2 E.˝/ of I# with I#.u/ < 2N S
pN
2.pC1/ is such that !u does
not change sign in ˝. Hence, by the strong maximum principle, u;!!u > 0 in ˝,
up to replace u by !u. ut
Hereafter in this section we assume all of the hypotheses from Theorem 1.2 and
we borrow some arguments from [23]. Without loss of generality, suppose that 0 2
˝. We fix r > 0 small enough such that
˝Cr WD fx 2 RN I dist.x; ˝/ $ rg and ˝!r WD fx 2 ˝I dist.x; @˝/ " rg
are homotopically equivalent to ˝ and such that Br D Br.0/ ## ˝. Consider the
functional I#;r W E.Br/! R defined by
I#;r.u/ WD ppC 1
ˆ
Br
j!uj pC1p dx ! #
sC 1
ˆ
Br
jujsC1dx ! 1
qC 1
ˆ
Br
jujqC1dx;
where E.Br/ WD W2;
pC1
p .Br/ \W1;
pC1
p
0 .Br/. Set
N#;r WD fu 2 E.Br/nf0gI I0#;r.u/u D 0g
and
m.#/ WD inf
u2N#;r
I#;r.u/ D inf
u2E.Br/nf0g
max
t#0 I#;r.tu/:
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We set the barycenter map ˇ W N# ! RN , withN# as in Lemma 2.3, by
ˇ.u/ WD
´
˝ j!uj
pC1
p xdx´
˝ j!uj
pC1
p dx
and Im.#/# WD fu 2 E.˝/I I#.u/ $ m.#/g: (26)
Since Br D Br.0/ ## ˝, arguing as in [23, Lemma 2.6], we can show that c# $
m.#/ and then, by Proposition 2.7, we infer that Im.#/# \N# ¤ ;.
We denote by c0 and N0, respectively, the mountain pass level and the Nehari
manifold associated with the functional
I0.u/ WD ppC 1
ˆ
˝
j!uj pC1p dx ! 1
qC 1
ˆ
˝
jujqC1dx; u 2 E.˝/:
Lemma 5.2. (i) c0 D 2N S
pN
2.pC1/ :
(ii) Under hypothesis (H), if #n ! 0C, then c#n ! c0.
Proof. See [1, Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5], respectively. ut
Lemma 5.3. Assume (H). There exists O# > 0 small such that, if # 2 .0; O#/ and
u 2 N# with I#.u/ $ m.#/, then ˇ.u/ 2 ˝Cr .
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of [23, Lemma 3.6], using now the
Lemmas 4.2 and 5.2. ut
Let O# be as in Lemma 5.3. For each 0 < # < O# we define &# W ˝!r ! Im.#/# by
&#.y/ W ˝ !! R
x 7!! &#.y/.x/ D wy.x/; (27)
where wy is the solution for the problem! !!wy D zy in ˝;
wy D 0 on @˝; with zy.x/ D
! !!v#.x ! y/; if x 2 Br.y/;
0; if x 2 ˝nBr.y/;
and, cf. Lemma 3.2 (iv), v# is radially symmetric with respect to zero, v#;!!v# >
0 in Br,
I#;r.v#/ D m.#/ and I0#;r.v#/ D 0:
By the strong maximum principle, we can show that &# is well defined, that is,
I#.&#.y// $ m.#/ for all y 2 ˝!r . The continuity of &# is a consequence of a
regularity of v#. Indeed, if yn ! y in ˝!r , then
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k&#.yn/! &#.y/k
pC1
p D j!.&#.yn/! &#.y//j
pC1
p
pC1
p
D j!wyn !!wyj
pC1
p
pC1
p
D jzyn ! zyj
pC1
p
pC1
p
D
ˆ
Br.yn/\Br.y/
j!v#.x! yn/!!v#.x! y/j
pC1
p dxC
ˆ
Br.yn/nBr.y/
j!v#.x! yn/j
pC1
p dx
C
ˆ
Br.y/nBr.yn/
j!v#.x! y/j
pC1
p dx! 0;
because !v# W Br.0/! R is continuous.
Again by the strong maximum principle, we infer that wy.x/ > v#.x ! y/ > 0,
for all x 2 Br.y/ and y 2 ˝!r . Then for all y 2 ˝!r ,
I0#.&#.y//&#.y/ D
ˆ
˝
j!wyj
pC1
p dx ! #
ˆ
˝
jwyjsC1dx !
ˆ
˝
jwyjqC1dx
<
ˆ
Br.0/
j!v#j
pC1
p dx ! #
ˆ
Br.0/
jv#jsC1dx !
ˆ
Br.0/
jv#jqC1dx D I0#;r.v#/v# D 0
and so &#.y/ 62 N#. Nevertheless, for each y 2 ˝!r there exists a unique ty > 0 such
that ty&#.y/ 2 N#. In addition, for all t > 0,
I#.t&#.y// D pt
pC1
p
pC 1
ˆ
˝
j!wyj
pC1
p dx ! #t
sC1
sC 1
ˆ
˝
jwyjsC1dx ! t
qC1
qC 1
ˆ
˝
jwyjqC1dx
<
p
pC 1 t
pC1
p
ˆ
Br.0/
j!v#j2dx ! #sC 1 t
sC1
ˆ
Br.0/
jv#jsC1dx ! t
qC1
qC 1
ˆ
Br.0/
jv#jqC1dx
D I#;r.tv#/ $ I#;r.v#/ D m.#/; (28)
since v# 2 N#;r implies that I#;r.v#/ D max
t#0 I#;r.tv#/. Then we define
&# W ˝!r !! Im.#/# \N#
y 7!! &#.y/ D ty&#.y/:
(29)
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.3 we need some auxiliary results, whose
proofs we refer to [23].
Lemma 5.4 ([23], Lemma 2.4 (ii) and (iv)).
(i) If u# is a critical point of I# constrained to N#, then u is a nontrivial critical
point of I# in E.˝/.
(ii) The functional I# constrained to the manifold N# satisfies the .PS/c-condition
for every c < 2N S
pN
2.pC1/ .
Lemma 5.5 ([23], Lemma 3.8). Assume (H) and take O# as in Lemma 5.3. Then,
for every 0 < # < O#, the function &#, given by (29), is well defined, continuous and
satisfies
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.ˇ ı &#/.y/ D y; 8 y 2 ˝!r : (30)
Then we point out that Lemma 5.5 is the key argument in the proof of the next
lemma.
Lemma 5.6 ([23], Lemma 4.1). Assume (H) and take O# as in Lemma 5.3. Then,
for every 0 < # < O#,
cat
Im.#/N#
.Im.#/N# / " cat˝.˝/ where Im.#/N# WD fu 2 N#I I#.u/ $ m.#/g:
Proof (Proof of Theorem 1.3 completed). Denote by IN# the restriction of I# toN#.
By Lemma 2.6, we know that
c# <
2
N
S
pN
2.pC1/ and m.#/ <
2
N
S
pN
2.pC1/ :
Moreover, by Lemma 5.4 (ii), IN# satisfies the (PS)c-condition for all c <
2
N S
pN
2.pC1/ .
Let # WD minf Q#; O#g, with Q# from Lemma 5.1, O# from Lemma 5.3 and consider
0 < # < #. Applying the standard Lusternik-Schnirelmann theory (cf. [34,
Theorem 5.20]) and Lemma 5.6, we conclude that Im.#/N# has at least cat˝.˝/ critical
points of IN# . Finally, by Lemma 5.4 (i), we conclude that I# has at least cat˝.˝/
critical points. Then the result follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 5.1 and the fact that
if u is a classical solution of (E) and if we set v D j!uj 1p!1.!!u/, then .u; v/ is a
classical solution of (S). ut
6 Appendix: Proof of Lemma 2.6
Let # > 0 and in the case of s D 1=p also assume that # < #1.˝/. Let c# be the
mountain pass level as defined in (14). Here we prove that if (H) is satisfied, then
c# 2 .0; 2N S
pN
2.pC1/ /.
Without loss of generality, suppose 0 2 ˝. Let ) 2 C1c .RN/ be a function such
that 0 $ ).x/ $ 1 for all x 2 RN , ) ( 1 in B.0; *=2/, ) ( 0 in B.0; */c and
B.0; */ ## ˝, * > 0. Set
Uı.x/ WD ).x/ ı.x/; x 2 RN ; 0 < ı < *=2;
where ı D S
pŒp.2#N/C2%
2.pC1/2 'ı and 'ı.x/ D 'ı;0.x/ is given by (6). So
´
RN j! ıj
pC1
p dx D
S and
´
RN j ıjqC1dx D 1. Then, cf. [13] eq. (6.4) and eq. (6.3), respectively,
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j!Uıj
pC1
p
pC1
p ;˝
D
8ˆ<ˆ
:
SC O.ıp.N!2/!2/; if p < NN!2 ;
SC j log ıj pC1p O.ı Np /; if p D NN!2 ;
SC O.ı Np /; if p > NN!2 ;
(31)
and
jUıjqC1qC1;˝ D
8<:
1C O.ıpN/; if p < NN!2 ;
1C j log ıjqC1O.ıq.N!2/!2/; if p D NN!2 ;
1C O.ıq.N!2/!2/; if p > NN!2 :
(32)
Set
Vı.x/ D Uı.x/jUıjqC1 ; x 2 R
N : (33)
Then
j!Vıj
pC1
p
pC1
p ;˝
D
8ˆ<ˆ
:
SC O.ıp.N!2/!2/; if p < NN!2 ;
SC j log ıj pC1p O.ı Np /; if p D NN!2 ;
SC O.ı Np /; if p > NN!2 ;
(34)
Using the asymptotic behavior of ', (6), and since pC1p $ sC1 < qC1, we infer
that:
(i) if p < NN!2 , then
jVı jsC1sC1D
8ˆˆˆ<ˆ
ˆˆ:
Cı.sC1/
p
pC1 Œp.N!2/!2%C o.ı.sC1/ ppC1 Œp.N!2/!2%/; if sC 1 < Np.N!2/!2 ;
Cı
Np
pC1 j log ıj C O.ı NppC1 /; if sC 1 D Np.N!2/!2 ;
CıN!
N.sC1/
qC1 C o.ıN! N.sC1/qC1 /; if sC 1 > Np.N!2/!2 I
(35)
(ii) if p > NN!2 , then
jVı jsC1sC1 D
8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
Cı
N.sC1/
pC1 C o.ı N.sC1/pC1 /; if sC 1 < NN!2 ;
Cı
N2
.pC1/.N#2/ j log ıj C O.ı N
2
.pC1/.N#2/ /; if sC 1 D NN!2 ;
CıN!
N.sC1/
qC1 C o.ıN! N.sC1/qC1 /; if sC 1 > NN!2 I
(36)
(iii) if p D NN!2 , then
jVıjsC1sC1 D
8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
Cı
N.sC1/
pC1 j log ıjsC1 C j log ıjsC1o.ı N.sC1/pC1 /; if sC 1 < NN#2 ;
Cı
N2
.pC1/.N#2/ j log ıj C j log ıjsC1O.ı N2.pC1/.N#2/ /; if sC 1 D NN#2 ;
CıN#
N.sC1/
qC1 C o.ıN# N.sC1/qC1 /; if sC 1 > NN#2 I
(37)
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where C is a positive constant. Our goal is to show that, for ı small enough,
max
t#0 I#.tVı/ <
2
N
S
pN
2.pC1/ : (38)
Note that
I#.tVı/ D ppC 1 t
pC1
p j!Vıj
pC1
p
pC1
p
! #
sC 1 t
sC1jVıjsC1sC1 !
tqC1
qC 1 ;
lim
t!1 I#.tVı/ D !1;
and then max
t#0 I#.tVı/ is achieved at some tı > 0. Thus, j!Vıj
pC1
p
pC1
p
D #ts!
1
p
ı jVıjsC1sC1C
t
q! 1p
ı " t
q! 1p
ı and so
tı $ j!Vıj
pC1
pq#1
pC1
p
: (39)
The last inequality implies that
j!Vıj
pC1
p
pC1
p
D tq!
1
p
ı C #t
s! 1p
ı jVıjsC1sC1 $ t
q! 1p
ı C #j!Vıj
pC1
pq#1
ps#1
p
pC1
p
jVıjsC1sC1
and then
t
q! 1p
ı " j!Vıj
pC1
p
pC1
p
! #j!Vıj
pC1
pq#1
ps#1
p
pC1
p
jVıjsC1sC1
D j!Vıj
pC1
p
pC1
p
'
1 ! #j!Vıj
pC1
pq#1
ps#1
p ! pC1p
pC1
p
jVıjsC1sC1
(
:
Using the estimates in (34), the estimates in (35), (36), and (37), and the inequal-
ity (39), we infer that
tı ! S
p
pq#1 as ı ! 0: (40)
Consider the function g.t/ D ppC1 t
pC1
p j!Vıj
pC1
p
pC1
p
! tqC1qC1 for t " 0. Observe that
g achieves its maximum at t0 D j!Vıj
pC1
pq#1
pC1
p
and that g is increasing on the interval
Œ0; j!Vıj
pC1
pq#1
pC1
p
%. Thus, from (39),
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max
t#0 I#.tVı/ D I#.tıVı/ D g.tı/ !
#
sC 1 t
sC1
ı jVıjsC1sC1
$ p
pC 1.j!Vıj
pC1
pq#1
pC1
p
/
pC1
p j!Vıj
pC1
p
pC1
p
!
.j!Vıj
pC1
pq#1
pC1
p
/qC1
qC 1 !
#
sC 1 t
sC1
ı jVıjsC1sC1
D 2
N
.j!Vıj
pC1
p
pC1
p
/
pN
2.pC1/ ! #
sC 1 t
sC1
ı jVıjsC1sC1:
Case 1: p < NN!2 .
It follows from (34) that
max
t#0 I#.tVı/ $
2
N
S
pN
2.pC1/ C O.ıp.N!2/!2/ ! #
sC 1 t
sC1
ı jVıjsC1sC1;
and so, for ı small enough, it follows from (40) that
max
t#0 I#.tVı/ $
2
N
S
pN
2.pC1/ C O.ıp.N!2/!2/ ! #
sC 1
 
S
p
pq#1
2
!sC1
jVıjsC1sC1
D 2
N
S
pN
2.pC1/ C O.ıp.N!2/!2/ ! OCjVıjsC1sC1:
Note that the first line in (35) is not useful for our purpose because
sC1 " pC 1
p
) .sC1/ p
pC 1 " 1) .sC1/
p
pC 1 Œp.N!2/!2% " Œp.N!2/!2%:
Now, the third line (35) is useful if N ! N.sC1/qC1 < p.N ! 2/ ! 2, and since qC 1 D
N.pC1/
p.N!2/!2 , the last inequality is equivalent to
N ! N.sC 1/
qC 1 <
N.pC 1/
qC 1 ; that is, q ! p < sC 1:
Now, since pC1p $ sC 1, we infer that
q ! p > pC 1
p
, p < 2C
p
2N
N ! 2 : (41)
Moreover,
min
(
N
N ! 2 ;
2Cp2N
N ! 2
)
D
(
N
N!2 ; if N D 3; 4; 5;
2Cp2N
N!2 ; if N " 6:
(42)
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Hence,
(i) For N " 6
(i.1) 2C
p
2N
N!2 $ p < NN!2
Considering the second line of (35), we infer that (38) is true for all pC1p $
sC 1 < qC 1;
(i.2) 2N!2 < p <
2Cp2N
N!2
It follows from (41) and (42) that (38) is true if q ! p < sC 1 < qC 1;
(ii) For N D 3; 4; 5 and 2N!2 < p < NN!2
It follows from (41) and (42) that (38) is true if q ! p < sC 1 < qC 1.
Case 2: p > NN!2 .
It follows from (34) that
max
t#0 I#.tVı/ $
2
N
S
pN
2.pC1/ C O.ı Np / ! #
sC 1 t
sC1
ı jVıjsC1sC1;
and so, for ı small enough, it follows from (40) that
max
t#0 I#.tVı/ $
2
N
S
pN
2.pC1/ C O.ı Np / ! #
sC 1
 
S
p
pq#1
2
!sC1
jVıjsC1sC1
D 2
N
S
pN
2.pC1/ C O.ı Np / ! OCjVıjsC1sC1:
Note that the first line in (36) is not useful for our purpose because
sC 1 " pC 1
p
) sC 1
pC 1 "
1
p
) N.sC 1/
pC 1 "
N
p
:
Now, the third line (36) is useful if N! N.sC1/qC1 < Np , that is, .p!1/.qC1/p < sC1. Now,
since pC1p $ sC 1,
.p ! 1/.qC 1/
p
>
pC 1
p
, p > N ! 2
2
: (43)
Moreover
max
!
N
N ! 2 ;
N ! 2
2
"
D
(
N
N!2 ; if N D 3; 4; 5;
N!2
2
; if N " 6: (44)
Hence,
(i) For N " 6
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(i.1) NN!2 < p $ N!22
Considering the second line of (36), we have (38) is true for all pC1p $
sC 1 < qC 1;
(i.2) p > N!2
2
It follows from (43) and (44) that (38) is true if .p!1/.qC1/p < sC 1 < qC 1;
(ii) For N D 3; 4; 5 and p > NN!2
It follows from (43) and (44) that (38) is true if .p!1/.qC1/p < sC 1 < qC 1.
Case 3: p D NN!2 .
If follows from (34) that
max
t#0 I#.tVı/ $
2
N
S
pN
2.pC1/ C j log ıj pC1p O.ı Np / ! #
sC 1 t
sC1
ı jVıjsC1sC1;
and so, for ı small enough, it follows from (40) that
max
t#0 I#.tVı/ $
2
N
S
pN
2.pC1/ C j log ıj pC1p O.ı Np / ! #
sC 1
 
S
p
pq#1
2
!sC1
jVıjsC1sC1
D 2
N
S
pN
2.pC1/ C j log ıj pC1p O.ı Np / ! OCjVıjsC1sC1:
The analysis of this case is analogous to the Case 2, using now the estimates in (37).
Hence,
(i) For N " 6
(i.1) NN!2 D p $ N!22
Considering the second line of (37), we have (38) is true for all pC1p $
sC 1 < qC 1;
(i.2) p > N!2
2
It follows from (43) and (44) that (38) is true if .p!1/.qC1/p < sC 1 < qC 1;
(ii) For N D 3; 4; 5 and p " NN!2
It follows from (43) and (44) that (38) is true if .p!1/.qC1/p < sC 1 < qC 1.
Now we summarize the above conditions on s. Combining the items (i.1) of the
3 cases above, we obtain (a) of hypothesis (H). The items (i.2) and (ii) in Case
1 are equivalent to (b1) and (b3) of (H), while the items (i.2) and (ii) in Cases 2
and 3 are equivalent to (b2) and (b4) of (H). Therefore, if (H) is satisfied, then
c# 2 .0; 2N S
pN
2.pC1/ /. ut
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